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Sangopan is a Sanskrit word which means “to nurture and care for

the newborn”.  It is a mother’s natural tendency to want and give the

best to her baby.
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About Us

Sangopan is a Sanskrit word which means “to nurture and care for the newborn”.  It is a mother’s

natural tendency to want and give the best to her baby.  At Sangopan, our primary goal is to help her

prepare herself for this and succeed in this in the early stages of her motherhood. Motherhood is one

of, rather the most, important aspects of a woman’s life. She goes through various stages of

emotional and physical changes as she dons the mantle of a mother. As she deals with these

changes, she requires support at various stages. In the modern urbanized lifestyle that we lead

today, the traditional resources required for this support have become scarce. As people stay away

from their families, the traditional wisdom which was available readily is not so easily accessible.

Sangopan combines the traditional sources of support with knowledge available from modern

healthcare systems. Our set of unique services help mothers prepare themselves well to become a

mother and then handhold them in the very early stages of motherhood with specialized services like

post natal massage services. The joy of a new addition to your family is enhanced by our ability to

prepare you well, lay a strong foundation for the early recovery of the mother, and a healthy growth of

the new angel in your family.

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/sangopan/aboutus.html
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Sangopan Tendercare Services Private Limited
Contact Person: Tejashree Joshi

Flat No. 2, Plot No.32, Dhaathri Nilaya, SPR Residency Sri Balaji Layout
Bengaluru - 560102, Karnataka, India
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